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Water is the greatest prayer
Pindaro, Greek poet



For over 14 years Simmm Engineering has been 

manufacturing and distributing exclusively patented 

adiabatic systems for high-pressure water atomization. 

Fully Italian design, production and assembly guarantee 

technological leadership in high-pressure adiabatic 

systems. The project developed by Natural Cool aims 

at manufacturing ecological and economical plants 

in order to reduce the environmental impact, protect 

 !"#$%&! '&(#"&()*"*&+)$&",%&-% %."&)+&#*%$*/&

SIMMM Engineering means Green Product
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Made In Italy



Eddy 3 control panel



“Eddy3” control

When using adiabatic sy-

stems, not only is atomisa-

tion of fundamental impor-

tance, but the control of the 

0)1&)+&1!"%$&2)3%(#3%*&!*&

well. For this reason Natu-

ral Cool has developed an 

integrated digital control sy-

stem that allows the mana-

gement of multiple features 

simultaneously. Precision 

thermohygrometric mana-

gement, combined with a 

digital timer, allows the de-

livery of correct quantities 

in any environmental con-

dition in accordance with 

the precise choices of the 

user, such as temperature, water supply and operating pressure, 

and preserves the longevity and operational quality. The display 

also allows the reading of other necessary information such as 

periodic check-ups, temperature and relative humidity in the room, 

and the set parameters. It is possible to see and rapidly modify the 

parameters for the idling and working times of the high pressure 

misting module, so as to be able to adapt atomisation to the 

changing needs of the day. The qualities of a superior mechanism 

means are nothing without an advanced control system. Natural 

Cool is the only company today that produces such dedicated 

digital control system, without resorting to external accessories 

which have been created for different needs.

Click here for video



Operation programs

Outdoor cooling

Humidity control

Temperature control

Auto Temp

Auto Hum

Cycling timer

Suitable for reduce the outdoor/indoor temperature as restsurant, 

pubs, warehouse etc..

High precision humidity control. It works from 5% to 100% values. 

Suitable for multi zones (no inverter)

Temeperaure control indor and outdoor areas. By special probes 

the temperature is always controlled.

By special algorithm the pump supply in H.P. the correct quanitty of 

water in any temperature condition. (no condensation)

By special algorithm the pump can push water in the enviroment 

creating a ideal comfort in multizone areas without out “wet”.

The pump automatycally “think” if working continuolsy or by a spe-

cial timer in cosideration of the enviroment condition.  

Special functions

Microchip

Auto diagnosys

Security allarm

Bacterium free

Maintenace

Water consuption

The software is always “young”. It is possible upload new software 

4%$*5) &(#*")2565 7&",%&+# ("5) *&-8&!&*9%(5.(&$%:#%*"/

During every start-up the program can check the status of the pump 

unitchecking the preset values.

In case of  water loss, overheating, standard maintenace, no water 

connection, dirt nozzles the pump generate a sound allarm with 

display description.

By a special solenoid valve  automatically every startup the line is 

“washed” for a time previously set-up from the operator.

When needed the pump displays the maintenace required as oil, 

valves and seals change.

The unit displays automatically the instant and the total water 

consuption.

“Agenda program”
;,%&9#29&(! &-%&9$)7$!22%'&")&*"!$"&! '&*")9&!"&!&*9%(5.(&"52%&

during the day.

Solenoid valve time
In consideration of the line’s length is possbile adjust the high 

pressure release solenoid valves opening time.

Computer connect
By a RS845 connection is possible control the pump by a computer 

or external compatible device

Remote connection
By a on/off remote connection it is possbile to connect any external 

device.

GSM control
By a SMS is possible control all the programs (on/off, hum/temp 

values etc.. )  and receive a message in case of alarm.



GSM Control

<)$& ",%& .$*"& "52%& ",%&!'5!-

batic cooling and micro-

atomization market has 

seen the presentation of 

a digital GSM control for 

the complete operational 

and automation manage-

ment of our pump models. 

Through a simple GSM 

message addressed to the 

SIM card inserted in the 

atomizing unit it is possible 

to receive all the operatio-

nal alarms, such as, lack 

of water, overheating, plant 

3%!=&! '& ",%& )"5.(!"5) &)+&

the various programmed 

maintenance operations, in 

)$'%$&")&9$)29"38&= )1&)+&!&9)**5-3%&+!#3"&! '&:#5(=38&.>&5"/

Imagine one of your customers calling to tell you that excessive 

atomization is tending to condense and asking for assistance.

By means of a text message it is possible to change the pause and 

work times and alter the target humidity value, limiting the quantity 

of water in the environment and avoiding the costs of possible 

onsite assistance.

The manager of a restaurant complains that the motor is hot.  

Through the sending of an SMS it is possible to check the working 

pressure and pump temperature, just like the number of hours 

!")2565 7&*5 (%&.$*"&-%5 7&"#$ %'&) /

Possible set-ups and changes can be carried out, again through a 

simple text message.



Operation programs

Innovative

Safety

Full remote control by any GSM mobile phones

All the operation programs can be changed  by remote 

All the allarms are sent to any GSM mobile phone

Possibility to stop by remote the pump in case of allarm

Just the numbers in agenda are allowed to send/receive SMS

Microchip
;,%&*)+"1!$%&5*&!31!8*&?8)# 7@/&A"&5*&9)**5-3%&#93)!'& %1&.$21!$%&

4%$*5) &(#*")2565 7&",%&+# ("5) *&-8&!&*9%(5.(&$%:#%*"/



Super silent

Cycling timer

Radio remote control

The Basic Misting Module was created to respond to small and medium scale needs and comes 

%:#599%'&15",&$%2)"%&() "$)3&! '&533#*"$!"%'&%3%("$) 5(*&+)$&",%&2! !7%2% "&)+&25*"&0)1/&;,%8&,!4%&

been designed for small spaced private companies or businesses that do not require automatic 

temperature control. The special patented AXB axial type pump allows for silent operation, with 

25 52#2&! '&4!$5!-3%&0)1*&1,% &$%:#5$%'/&;,%&*"$#("#$%&)+&",%&25*"5 7&2)'#3%&5*&4%$8&()29!("&

and consists of a tubular chassis with painted steel cover. Thanks to the analog management 

of the working/idling times which can be activated by using two simple controls, it is possible to 

adjust atomisation to the different conditions of the day. In the absence of thermohygrometric 

control, the use of such systems is recommended for open spaces or well ventilated rooms. 

Available in three different sizes, the Eco high pressure misting modules are capable of abating 

*#$+!(%&"%29%$!"#$%*&+)$&!$%!*&$! 75 7&+$)2&BC&")&DCC&*:/2&15",&!&.>%'&35 %&)+& )663%*/&;,%&

instalment of a high pressure misting line supported by professional fans increases the surface 

area which can be cooled by up to three times. The line of Natural Cool fans in this case is 

controlled independently. The Basic Misting Module is simple to use, rapid to install, and features 

extremely low energy consumption. It is the most accessible solution for a vast range of users. 

Applications

Civil:
E&F15225 7&G))3*

E&H!"%$5 7

E&;%$$!(%*

E&I!6%-)*

Made In Italy
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New Basic

Click here for video



Thecnical features

Advantages

E SIMMM  pump AXB model with no overheating system (TUV and CE approval)

E&G!"% "%'&0)1&$!"%&4!34%&J3!$7%&&$! 7%&)+& )663%& #2-%$*&15",&",%&*!2%&2)'%3K

E&Max working pressure up to 105 Bar

E Professional gauge

E Safety water pressure switch

E In line low pressure solenoid valve

E High pressure release solenoid valve

E&&“H” class motor with low rpm 

E&;,%$2!3&9$)"%("5) 

E&L)1%*"& )5*%&3%4%3&MM&'N

E Low voltage control panel (12 volt)  

E Radio remote control  

E Digital cycling timer

E Built in cooling fan

E Painted steel cabinet

E&O "545-$!"5) &*8*"%2
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E124 E125 E126

Pressure (Bar) 70/105 70/105 70/105

Nozzles number (0.2) 3-20 20-50 50-100

Pump SIMMM AXB SIMMM AXB SIMMM AXB

Min. Flow rate (Lt/min) 0,3 1,9 3,3

Max Flow rate (Lt/min) 1,9 3,8 7,7

Motor speed  (RPM) 900 900 900

Power (Kw/h) 048 0,92 0,92

Daily timer 8 8 8

Weight 15 Kg 15 Kg 15 Kg

Dimensions LxHxP (Cm) 51x32x21 51x32x21 51x32x21



Applications

Swimming Pools Sunbathing by the pool is a great convenience. Installing high pressure misting lines along 

the perimeter of the pool or in the proximity of seating and deck lounges, brings cool relief to 

sun-tan lovers.

Catering for large events often takes place in luxury villas or parks. To provide cooling may 

be necessary whether in the proximity of the tables designated for self-service or the dinner 

"!-3%*&+)$&7#%*"*P&! '&%5",%$&# '%$&2)-53%&)$&.>%'&7!6%-)*/&;,%&(,)5(%&)+&!&2%'5#2&(!9!(5"8&

misting module allows for a wide number of solutions, with adjustable positioning and removal 

of lines.

Catering

Villas by the sea or in the countryside, summer homes where verandas or porches are often 

#*%'&+)$&3# (,%*&)$&+!2538&!("545"5%*P&(! &-%&())3%'&15",&%!*%/&;,%&#*%&)+&-)",&.>%'&! '&4% -

tilated mist lines allows for the best solutions.

Terraces

I!6%-)*&!$%&+$%:#% "38&!$%&#*%'&!*&%5",%$&.>%'&)$&"%29)$!$8&$)). 7&5 &-)",&9#-35(&)$&(5453&

sectors. Despite their function of shading from solar radiation, they are prone to overheating. 

;,%&,%!"&",!"&()2%*&+$)2&",%&$))+&5*&)+&*57 5.(! (%/&O&25*"5 7&35 %&9%$52%"$5(!3&")&",%&*"$#("#$%&

!33)1*&+)$&",%&($%!"5) &)+&*57 5.(! "38&())3%'&*#$$)# '5 7*/

Gazebos

Easy 

installation

Reduces the temperature

Built-in 

cycling timer
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Applications
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Super silent

Cycling timer

Radio remote control

Applications

Civil:
E&F15225 7&G))3*

E&H!"%$5 7

E&;%$$!(%*

E&I!6%-)*

 

Public administration:
E&H35 5(*

E&<))'&Q&N%4%$!7%&F%$45(%*

E&G#-35(&G!$=*

Handicrafts Industry: 
E&I!$!7%*

E&R)$=*,)9

E&G$5 "&9$%**

Digital controls

Humidity program

Temperature program

Taking advantage of the same structural simplicity of the Basic model but enhanced with a Soft 

Touch electronic board, the new ECO Evo Misting Module combines affordability with digital, 

electronically controlled, system management technology. This module is available in three 

'5++%$% "&0)1&$!"%*&! '&*!"5*.%*&",%&'5++%$5 7& %%'*&)+&9$54!"%&! '&-#*5 %**&() *#2%$*/&;,%&

25*"&0)1& 5*&() "$)33%'&-8&! &%3%("$) 5(&-)!$'&'%'5(!"%'&")& ",5*&9$)'#("& 35 %P&1,5(,&!33)1*P& 5 &

addition to the independent control of the working/idling times, combined control of the pre-

cision thermohygrometric probe and the centralised control of fans. The endowed electronic 

equipment can be connected to special solenoid valves, for control, depressurisation and 

(3%! 5 7&)+& ",%& 35 %*P& +)$&-%""%$&%+.(5% (8&! '&)9%$!"5) !3& *!+%"8/&;,%&25*"5 7&2)'#3%*& +$)2&

the ECO Evo series come equipped with a remote control for remote access, which is use-

ful in situations where it is placed in a high position and is not easily accessible. The Soft 

Touch electronic board makes the separate control of the fans possible, allowing for their use 

even when the system is switched off. The control for the active functioning of the pump en-

sures continuous check-up, and signalling for when periodic maintenance is necessary, for 

2!>52#2& %+.(5% (8& ! '& '#$!-535"8/& <#$",%$& "%(, 5(!3& '%"!53*& (! & -%& +)# '& 5 & ",%& ;%(, 5(!3&

F9%(5.(!"5) *& ! '& ",%& +# ("5) & '%*($59"5) *& +)$& ",%&F)+"&;)#(,& %3%("$) 5(& -)!$'/&;,%& 9)**5-

ble solutions are quite superior to those which can be achieved by the simple Basic version 

and thanks to the electronic control of temperature and humidity, the system is automatic. 

 

Made In Italy
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ECO EVO

With cabinet (optional)

Click here for video



Technical features

Advantages

E SIMMM  pump AXB model with no overheating system (TUV and CE approval)

E&G!"% "%'&0)1&$!"%&4!34%&J3!$7%&&$! 7%&)+& )663%& #2-%$*&15",&",%&*!2%&2)'%3K

E&Max working pressure up to 105 Bar

E Professional gauge

E Safety water pressure switch

E High pressure release solenoid valve

E&&“H” class motor with low rpm 

E&;,%$2!3&9$)"%("5) 

E&L)1%*"& )5*%&3%4%3&MM&'N

E Low voltage control panel (12 volt)  

E Radio remote control  

E Digital cycling timer

E&S575"!3&1!"%$&35"$%&()# "%$

E Temperature and humidity program

E Washing line  high pressure solenoid valve 

E Automatic fan On/Off switch  (230 volt plug built-in)

E Auto program

E Self-diagnosis 

E&S575"!3&!3!$2*&15",&'5*93!8&1!$ 5 7&2%**!7%

E Soft touch panel

E&M&25($) &.3"%$

E&T9"5) !3& )&()$$)*5) &(!-5 %"

E&O "5UL%75) %33!&G %#2)9,53!&!#")2!"5(&*8*"%2&%:#599%'&

&&15",&(%$"5.%'&9$)'#("*
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E122 E118 E127

Pressure (Bar) 70/105 70/105 70/105

Nozzles number (0.2) 3-20 20-50 50-100

Pump SIMMM AXB SIMMM AXB SIMMM AXB

Min. Flow rate (Lt/min) 0,3 1,9 3,3

Max Flow rate (Lt/min) 1,9 3,3 7,7

Motor speed  (RPM) 900 900 900

Power (Kw/h) 0,48 0,92 0,92

Daily timer 8 8 8

Weight 16 16 16

Dimensions LxHxP (Cm) 58x39.5x23.5 58x39.5x23.5 58x39.5x23.5



Applications

Handicrafts Industry What handicraft businesses have in common is small work spaces, unconditioned warehou-

ses or work sheds, and manual work which sometimes requires the use of machinery that 

emits heat. These workplaces are ideal candidates for an advanced but compact and rapidly 

installed system such as the Evo misting module. With state of the art silent operation and 

optimal compactness for small environments, it can meet the needs of reducing the heat and 

humidity of many handicraft businesses.

Clinics
Public or private clinics, nurseries or schools, and temporary accommodation facilities are 

often equipped with external areas that are not often used for walking and relaxation due to 

the high outside temperatures and the presence of insects. With the Natural Cool system it is 

possible to reduce the temperature of large spaces and without substantial investment costs.

Making better use of the outside areas of bars, restaurants and hotels is evidence of paying 

attention to the customer and their environmental comfort. An adiabatic system brings innova-

tion and reputation to a venue which becomes more readily chosen for its level of enjoyment, 

even during the hottest hours of the day.

Food & Beverage 

Services

Public parks are used by a very diverse demographic, including young athletes who love jog-

ging, families with children and the elderly taking a breather from everyday life. The very warm 

temperatures of the central months of the year do not, however, allow for complete relaxation. 

Providing areas which function as Cool Corners allows the location of areas in public parks or 

)#"'))$&*"$#("#$%*&1,%$%&9%)93%&(! &. '&$%35%+&+$)2&",%&,%!"P&-8&*")995 7&+)$&!&+%1&25 #"%*&

# '%$&!&-% %.(5!3&(3)#'&)+&$%+$%*,5 7&25*"/&R5",&",%&V!"#$!3&H))3&*8*"%2&5"&5*&9)**5-3%&")&$%'#-

ce the temperature of large spaces and without substantial investment costs.

Public Parks

Amazing quite

Less working cost

Easy

Expansion

Comapct
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;,5*&*%$5%*&1!*&*9%(5.(!338&'%*57 %'&+)$&#*%&5 &",%&.%3'&)+&,#25'5.(!"5) &)+&3)1&! '&2%'5#2&

capacity. Extremely compact and protected by the AISI304 chassis, the series is particularly 

silent. It is equipped with digital electronics on the machine and is standard supplied with 

precision probe for thermohygrometric control. Its electronics can control the line of the fan 

system that can be used either with mist or independently. The electronics also allows the 

control of the pump temperature, the presence of water, supply pressure, number of operation 

hours, maintenance warning, thermal engine protection device, vent solenoid valve for anti-

drip depressurisation, timer for alternate or continuous misting settable to values from 0 to 

15 minutes with pitches of 1”. Intended for a demanding professional use, it is applied in 

4!$5)#*& .%3'*& *#(,& !*& 9$5 "5 7P& 9!9%$P& "%>"53%& 5 '#*"$8P& !7$) )25(*P& 2#*%#2*& ! '& 5 '#*"$8/

Applications

Handicraft Sector: 
E&O#")&W%9!5$&F,)9*

E&R)$=*,)9*

E&G!9%$&G$5 "5 7

E&;%>"53%&A '#*"$8

Industry Sector: 
EX 75 %%$5 7

E&<!$25 7

E&F")$!7%

E&<$#5"*&! '&Y%7%"!-3%*

E&O7$) )25(*

E&R5 %$5%

Made In Italy
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Super silent

Cycling timer

Radio remote control

Digital controls

Humidity program

Temperature program

   PRO



Technical features

E128 E129 E130

Pressure (Bar) 70/105 70/105 70/105

Nozzles number (0.2) 3-20 20-50 50-100

Pump SIMMM AXB SIMMM AXB SIMMM AXB

Min. Flow rate (Lt/min) 0,3 1,9 3,3

Max Flow rate (Lt/min) 1,9 3,8 7,7

Motor speed  (RPM) 900 900 900

Power (Kw/h) 0,48 0,92 0,92

Daily timer 8 8 8

Weight 16 16 16

Dimensions LxHxP (Cm) 57.5x42x41.5 57.5x42x41.5 57.5x42x41.5

Advantages

E SIMMM  pump AXB model with no overheating system (TUV and CE approval)

E&G!"% "%'&0)1&$!"%&4!34%&J3!$7%&&$! 7%&)+& )663%& #2-%$*&15",&",%&*!2%&2)'%3K

E&Max working pressure up to 105 Bar

E Professional gauge

E Safety water pressure switch

E High pressure release solenoid valve

E&&“H” class motor with low rpm 

E&;,%$2!3&9$)"%("5) 

E&L)1%*"& )5*%&3%4%3&MM&'N

E Low voltage control panel (12 volt)  

E Radio remote control  

E Digital cycling timer

E&S575"!3&1!"%$&35"$%&()# "%$

E Temperature and humidity program

E&?O7% '!@&9$)7$!2

E Washing line  high pressure solenoid valve 

E Automatic fan On/Off switch  (230 volt plug built-in)

E Auto program

E Self-diagnosis 

E&S575"!3&!3!$2*&15",&'5*93!8&1!$ 5 7&2%**!7%

E Soft touch panel

E&F"!5 3%**&*"%%3&(!-5 %"

E&A "%7$!"%'&1!"%$&"! =&JM&3"K

E&O "5UL%75) %33!&G %#2)9,53!&!#")2!"5(&*8*"%2&%:#599%'&

&&15",&(%$"5.%'&9$)'#("*

E&N#53"U5"&())35 7&+! 

E&S575"!3&R!"%$&3)**&!3!$2&

E&S575"!3&0)1&$!"%&2%"%$

1 0



Applications

Auto Repair Shops The ‘Natural Cool’ system is an optimal solution. Provided the fans are properly used and an 

adequate air circulation is present, all establishments and workshops of 100-500-1,000 sq.m 

(! &-%&%!*538&())3%'&! '&(! &-% %."&+$)2&!&*"$) 7&$%'#("5) &5 &!5$-)$ %&'#*"P&15",&*57 5.(! "&

improvement in the staff’s working conditions.

Hot environments, presence of smoke and oils, forced ventilation, large volumes. These are 

common characteristics of workshops and small machining. Conditioning systems cannot be 

used due to large volumes and to prohibitive operating costs. Today, with a ‘Natural Cool’ 

*8*"%2&",%&"%29%$!"#$%&(! &-%&$%'#(%'&*57 5.(! "38/

Workshops

Paper and printing companies use impressive machines for printing paper and paperboard, 

which generate great heat. The relative humidity is very low due to the high hygroscopicity 

of paper. With simplicity, the preparation of a high-pressure line in the building allows an 

adequate control, with electronic management that keeps micrometric parameters within the 

desired terms.

Paper Printing

Textile Industry Yarn production resorts to increasingly sophisticated and fast equipment, which generates 

,%!"&",!"&2#*"&-%&'5*9)*%'&)+/&<)$&",5*&$%!*) &",%&ZV!"#$!3&H))3[&*8*"%2*&9$)45'%&!&*57 5.(! "&

reduction in the ambient temperature and help to maintain the desired humidity level at the 

*!2%&"52%/&;,%&'575"!3&%3%("$) 5(&() "$)3&15",&9$%(5*5) &9$)-%&!33)1*&")&!'\#*"&",%&!")256%'&0)1&

until it keeps the double parameter of temperature reduction and control of ambient humidity.

Temmerature

control

Humidity

control

Pressure

70/105 Bar
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Applications Designed for industrial or business environments the H-Pro Misting module provides for precise 

solutions for environments of medium and large dimension, with its electronic single or multi-

zone system management. The patented mechanics with axial cam combined with a high 

%+.(5% (8&9#295 7&# 5"&5*&*#99)$"%'&-8&%3%("$) 5(&2! !7%2% "&-8&2%! *&)+&!&+#$",%$&% ,! (%'&

Soft Touch electronic board. The unit is contained in a pressurised AISI 304 stainless steel 

chassis equipped with a cooling fan. The main features of this product line are its compactness, 

5"*&,57,&% %$78&%+.(5% (8&! '&!&*"$#("#$!3&$)-#*" %**&",!"&5*&*"!"%&)+&",%&!$"/&<#$",%$&%3%("$) 5(&

advancement enables a link with the Tech Net computer - available on request - for the automatic 

management of more zones. Such a situation arises when the environment to be cooled is used 

neither uniformly or simultaneously. After a customised assessment during the planning stage, 

up to 4 different areas can be managed centrally and automatically. The use of this product is 

",%$%+)$%&"!$7%"%'&!"&9$)+%**5) !3&#*%$*&1,)& %%'&")&2! !7%&!&*57 5.(! "38&3!$7%&0)1&)+&25*"&

and require an operational continuity which may exceed 16 hours per day. 

Public Transport:
E&;$!* 9)$"*

E&G#-35(&9!$=

Animal Husbandry 
E&R)$=*,)9

E&G$5 "&9$%**

E&;%>"53%

Industry 
E&X 75 %%$5 7

E&L54%*")(=&+!$25 7

E&O7$5(#3"#$%

Made In Italy
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H-PRO

Super silent

Cycling timer

Radio remote control

Digital controls

Humidity program

Temperature program

Click here for video



Technical features
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Advantages

E SIMMM  pump AXA model with no overheating system (TUV and CE approval)

E&G!"% "%'&0)1&$!"%&4!34%&J3!$7%&&$! 7%&)+& )663%& #2-%$*&15",&",%&*!2%&2)'%3K

E&Max working pressure up to 105 Bar

E Professional gauge

E Safety water pressure switch

E High pressure release solenoid valve

E&&“H” class motor with low rpm 

E&;,%$2!3&9$)"%("5) 

E&L)1%*"& )5*%&3%4%3&MM&'N

E Low voltage control panel (12 volt)  

E Radio remote control  

E Digital cycling timer

E&S575"!3&1!"%$&35"$%&()# "%$

E Temperature and humidity program

E&?O7% '!@&9$)7$!2

E Washing line  high pressure solenoid valve 

E Automatic fan On/Off switch  (230 volt plug built-in)

E Auto program

E Self-diagnosis 

E&S575"!3&!3!$2*&15",&'5*93!8&1!$ 5 7&2%**!7%

E Soft touch panel

E&F"!5 3%**&*"%%3&(!-5 %"

E&A "%7$!"%'&1!"%$&"! =&JM&3"K

E&O "5UL%75) %33!&G %#2)9,53!&!#")2!"5(&*8*"%2&%:#599%'&

&&15",&(%$"5.%'&9$)'#("*

E&N#53"U5"&())35 7&+! 

E&S575"!3&R!"%$&3)**&!3!$2&

E&S575"!3&0)1&$!"%&2%"%$

E134 E135 E136

Pressure (Bar) 70/105 70/105 70/105

Nozzles number (0.2) 30-70 50-100 100-215

Pump SIMMM AXA SIMMM AXA SIMMM AXA

Min. Flow rate (Lt/min) 1,5 3,9 7,8

Max Flow rate (Lt/min) 3,9 7,8 15,5

Motor speed  (RPM) 1.000 1.450 1.450

Power (Kw/h) 0.92 2.60 2.90

Daily timer 12 12 12

Weight 36 36 36

Dimensions LxHxP (Cm) 57.5x42x41.5 57.5x42x41.5 57.5x42x41.5



Applications

The waiting platforms of the Underground, like the entrances and the exits of airports have an 

elevated pedestrian and user presence in common.

Reducing temperatures in these spacious and well ventilated areas is easy and affordable. 

The Natural Cool systems have for some time been chosen for such applications with optimum 

results which are highly appreciated.

Public Transport

What handicraft businesses have in common is small work spaces, unconditioned warehouses 

or work sheds, and manual work which sometimes requires the use of machinery that emits 

heat. These workplaces are ideal candidates for an advanced but compact and rapidly 

installed system such as the H-PRO misting module. With state of the art silent operation and 

optimal compactness for small environments, it can meet the needs of reducing the heat and 

humidity of many handicraft businesses.

Handicrafts Industry

It is common for cattle, pig, and poultry farms to feature installation structures which are 

neither isolated nor high. If the environment is not strongly ventilated, animals suffer a great 

discomfort. Such discomfort results in a considerable loss of weight for the animals, as well 

!*&!&*57 5.(! "&3)**&5 &9$)'#("545"8/&O''5 7&25*"5 7&35 %*&")&",%&+! *&!3$%!'8&9$%*% "P&!*&1%33&!*&

")& %1&+! *P&9$)45'%*&2#3"593%&-% %."*&5 (3#'5 7]&!&9%$(%54!-3%&$%'#("5) &5 &"%29%$!"#$%P&",%&

$%9%335 7&)+&05%*&! '&2)*:#5")%*P&! '&!&$%'#("5) &5 &!5$-)$ %&'#*"&! '&)')#$*/&

Animal Husbandry

The large capacity industrial conditioning systems often used in environments such as 

shopping centres, data centres, large buildings and airports, have in common the problem 

of peak consumption and performance during the hottest part of the season. Condensation 

control can save up to 25% of electricity consumption.

Condensation Control

Upto 12 hours 

in continuos duty.

 !"#$%&''()*'+,&$

AISI 304 stainless steel

cabinet
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Applications
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The H-pro Multizone unit can be installed when is required to cool orhumidfy large areas by 

multiply (up to 4) lines.

Thanks a patented pump unit AXA the HPRO-MZ can work from 10 to 60 nozzles without any 

VFD (Variable frequency drive) control as the traditional products reducing the maintenance 

cost increasing the reliability. The pressure (70 Bar - 1.500 PSI) remains stable also when just 

some lines are open.

The HPRO-MZ is working in combination with a PLC device and display satellite controller  for 

each zone in order to set the humidity, temperature, cycling timers for each area.

Any satellite manages different devices as inline/clean solenoid valve.differenti.

Made In Italy

HPRO-MZ

-!+%&',./0%&,12$''()*'+,&$'3043'

without VFD controller

Up to 4 zones

5)).'6)+''#04!.!78,&!)9

Super silent

Cycling timer

Radio remote control

Digital controls

Humidity program

Temperature program

Applications

Public Transport:
E&;$!* 9)$"*

E&G#-35(&9!$=

Animal Husbandry 
E&R)$=*,)9

E&G$5 "&9$%**

E&;%>"53%

Industry 
E&X 75 %%$5 7

E&L54%*")(=&+!$25 7

E&O7$5(#3"#$%

NEW
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E115

Pressure (Bar) 70/105

Nozzles number (0.2) 10-60

Pump SIMMM AXA

Min. Flow rate (Lt/min) 0,75

Max Flow rate (Lt/min) 4,68

Motor speed  (RPM) 1.000

Power (Kw/h) 0.92

Daily time 12

Weight 36

Dimensions LxHxP (Cm) 57.5x42x41.5

Zones Min. 1 - Max 4

Advantages

E SIMMM  pump AXA model with no overheating system  

   (TUV and CE approval)

E&G!"% "%'&0)1&$!"%&4!34%

  (large  range of nozzle numbers with     the same model)

E&Max working pressure up to 105 Bar

E Professional gauge

E Safety water pressure switch

E High pressure release solenoid valve

E&&“H” class motor with low rpm 

E&;,%$2!3&9$)"%("5) 

E&L)1%*"& )5*%&3%4%3&MM&'N

E Low voltage control panel (12 volt)  

E Radio remote control  

E Digital cycling timer

E&S575"!3&1!"%$&35"$%&()# "%$

E Temperature and humidity program

E Washing line  high pressure solenoid valve 

E Automatic fan On/Off switch  (230 volt plug built-in)

E Auto program

E Self-diagnosis 

E&S575"!3&!3!$2*&15",&'5*93!8&1!$ 5 7&2%**!7%

E Soft touch panel

E&F"!5 3%**&*"%%3&(!-5 %"

E&O "5UL%75) %33!&G %#2)9,53!&!#")2!"5(&*8*"%2&%:#599%'&

&&15",&(%$"5.%'&9$)'#("*

E&N#53"U5"&())35 7&+! 

PLC

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4

Technical features

Multi zone spec’s

E Up to 4 zone

E SIMMM technology with AXA pump

  without VFD controller

E&H) *"! "&9$%**#$%&J^_U&BC`K&+$)2&BC&")&aC& )663%*

E&A '59% '% "&,#25'5"8&! '&"%29%$!"#$%&() "$)3&+)$&%4%$8&6) %

  by programs

E&H8(35 7&"52%$&9%$&6) %
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Industrial misting fans

H cm. 175

Axial fan

1 Speed 2 Speed 3 Speed

Size( cm) 65 65 65

Nozzles number 3-6 3-6 3-6

Motor speed (RPM) 720 805 875

Power (W) 118 140 165

Voltage (v) 230-50 Hz. 230-50 Hz 230-50 Hz.

Oscillation 70° 70° 70°

Air Flow (m3/h) 10.990 11.220 13.200

AISI 304 stianless steel 

25*5" 7&$5 7&15",&.3"%$

High wear resistant professional fans with three speeds. A 4-blade metal 

propeller for steady and silent operation. Operating range for indoor 

environments 12 m max., and 8 m for outdoor. Black painted steel 

7$533/&X:#599%'&15",&!&,57,U9$%**#$%&$5 7&15",&9!$"5(3%&.3"%$/&A"&*#99)$"*&

.>%'&25*"5 7&35 %*&15",&BUa&25($)2%"$5(& )663%*/&H! &-%&9)*5"5) %'&!*&

$%:#5$%'&")&!&1!33&)$&0))$&-$!(=%"&! '&(! &()4%$&*#$+!(%*&)+&-%"1%% &

40-70 sq.m thanks to a 70° horizontal oscillation. Particularly suitable 

for industrial environments due to their high resistance to wear. Can 

operate for up to 16 hours a day.
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Axial fan

Industrial misting fans

1 Speed 2 Speed 3 Speed

Size( cm) 50 50 50

Nozzles number 1-3 1-3 1-3

Motor speed (RPM) 720 805 875

Power (W) 98 125 150

Voltage (v) 230-50 Hz. 230-50 Hz 230-50 Hz.

Oscillation 70° 70° 70°

Air Flow (m3/h) 6.653 8.080 10.100

OAFA&bCc&25*5" 7&$5 7&15",&.3"%$

High wear resistant professional fans with three speeds. A 4-blade metal propeller 

for steady and silent operation. Operating range for indoor environments 12 m 

max., and 8 m for outdoor. Black painted steel grill. Equipped with a high-pressure 

$5 7&15",&9!$"5(3%&.3"%$/&A"&*#99)$"*&.>%'&25*"5 7&35 %*&15",&BUa&25($)2%"$5(& )663%*/&

H! &-%&9)*5"5) %'&!*&$%:#5$%'&")&!&1!33&)$&0))$&-$!(=%"&! '&(! &()4%$&*#$+!(%*&)+&

between 40-70 sq.m thanks to a 70° horizontal oscillation. Particularly suitable for 

industrial environments due to their high resistance to wear. Can operate for up 

to 16 hours a day.
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:$%&+,&!7$+ -  Elimist 

d57,& (!9!(5"8& '%*"$!"5.%$/& H)2%*& !(()29! 5%'& -8& !& ,57,& 9$%**#$%&

ring with a maximum of 8 nozzles. Can be suspended anchored to the 

ceiling at a height of 4.0 m. Area coverage of 70.0 sq.m. Applicable to 

9$)+%**5) !3&,#25'5.(!"5) &*)3#"5) *&")&*!"5*+8&,57,&4)3#2%&! '&3!$7%&

surface demands. For use in high-volume industrial environments and 

ceiling heights equal to or greater than 5.0 m. 

Made In Italy
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Industrial misting fans

Size - (cm) 90

Nozzles number 8

Motor speed  (RPM) 450

Power  (W) 520

Voltage (v) 230-50 Hz.

Oscillation /

O5$&0)1&J23/h) 9.000

Weight (kg.) 30



Tangetntial Fan

Made In Italy

Tangential ventilator in AISI 304 stainless steel. Extremely quiet, it lends itself 

to being placed in either open or closed environments, which are moderately 

ventilated. Its vertical compactness allows for usage in low height environments 

such as gazebos or small terraces. Vertically adjustable, it emits a few-centimetre-

high plane of air, with a usable extension of 4.0 linear metres. It supports 2 to 4 

nozzles and allows cooling for areas of approximately 20 sq.m.

22

Industrial misting fans

Lenght (cm) 95,2

Height (cm) 16,1

Width (cm) 31,7

Nozzles number 2/4

Motor speed (RPM) 1.000

Power (W) 45

Voltage (v) 230-50 Hz.

O5$&0)1&J2b_,K 400

Click here for video



Sky Mist 

High capacity centrifugal fan AISI 304 stainless steel. Comes 

accompanied by a high pressure ring with a maximum of 6 nozzles. 

Can be suspended anchored to the ceiling at a height of 3.0 m. 

O$%!&()4%$!7%&)+&cC&*:/2/&O9935(!-3%& ")&9$)+%**5) !3&,#25'5.(!"5) &

solutions to satisfy high volume and large surface demands. For use 

in high-volume industrial environments and ceiling heights equal to or 

greater than 3.0 m. 

Made In Italy
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Industrial misting fans

Size - (cm) 35

Nozzles number 6

Motor speed  (RPM) 2.500

Power  (W) 60

Voltage (v) 230-50 Hz.

Oscillation /

O5$&0)1&J23/h) 570

Weight (kg.) 10
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Applications



L!$7%& .$2*& )+"% & $%*)$"& ")&2!(,5 %$8& ! '& %:#592% "& )+& '5++%$% "& *56%& (!$$85 7& )#"& ",%&2)*"&

4!$5%'&1)$=*/&A &+)# '$5%*P&2)#3'5 7P&15$%&'$!15 7&! '&$)335 7&93! "*P&*57 5.(! "&,%!"&2!**%*&!$%&

released into the environment by manufacturing plants. As for size and shape such environments 

can be air-conditioned only by creating isolated sectors at high production and management 

costs. Natural Cool adiabatic plants allow to operate in areas of few square meters by delimiting 

the zone where the operator has to work. This solution enables to cut costs to a minimum and 

focus on the effect without wasting resources.

Here are some applications:

E& <)# '$8&9$)'#("5) &

E& R5$%&'$!15 7&

E& d)"&2)#3'5 7&

E& G$%**5 7&

E& H)3'&2)#3'5 7&

E& F15"(,-)!$'&())35 7

E& ;#$ 5 7&

E& R%3'5 7&

E& e#!35"8&() "$)3&*"!"5) *&5 &+)# '$5%*

These systems also allow to abate suspended dust and improve the quality of breathable air, 

thus reducing the amount of volatile particulate matter of iron powder, lubricants and other 

harmful substances. Humidity and temperature are controlled by a single-zone or a multi-zone 

computerized system that can be programmed and controlled by remote. The wide range of 

!4!53!-3%& 0)1& $!"%*& ! '& 9#$9)*%U-#53"& 9#29*& (! &2%%"& ",%& *"$5("%*"& )9%$!"5) !3& ($5"%$5!P& ",#*&

allowing continuous 24-hour operation.

. 
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Metallurgical and mechanical industry



Companies operating in the sector of plastic and derivatives often employ machinery that releases 

heat while in operation. In addition to causing increasing temperatures in the environment, hot 

moulding also requires an adequate humidity rate. Last but not least, particular attention has to 

-%&9!5'&")&4)3!"535"8&! '&)')#$*&'#%&")&",%&9$%*% (%&)+&9!$"5(#3!"%&2!""%$&)+&*8 ",%"5(&.-$%*P&*#(,&

!*&73!**&.-$%&)$&*"8$% %/&

Natural Cool adiabatic systems enable to cool the whole department or areas close to the 

operator.

Zone atomization is important to delimit cooling areas, while dust abatement and odour control 

can interest wider areas. Each case entails different needs that Natural Cool technicians will 

assess and discuss together with customers in order to offer customized solutions that are 

consistent with the reference environment. Our systems can be used to:

E& H))3&1)$=5 7&% 45$) 2% "*& %!$&9$%**%*

E& H))3&2)#3'*&+)$&(3%! 5 7&)$&"%(, 5(!3&2!5 "% ! (%

E& H))3&9$)(%**%'&9!$"*&")&*9%%'&#9&",%&'%"!(,2% "&)+&",%&2)#3'

E& O'\#*"&",%&,#25'5"8&)+&93!*"5(&9!$"*&",!"&"% '&")&-$%!=&'#%&")&'$8 %**

E& d#25'5+8&73!**&.-$%&")&5 ($%!*%&5"*&$%*5*"! (%

E& W%'#(%&",%&4)3!"535"8&)+&.-$%&9)1'%$&'%$545 7&+$)2&3#-$5(! "*

E& H) "$)3&)')#$*&)$575 !"5 7&+$)2&*"8$% %&! '&93!*"5(&'%$54!"54%*

Plastic material pressing
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Recreational areas, bleachers, touchlines, passageways or refreshment areas are places where 

cooling is often advisable, especially during the warmest hours of the day.

Thanks to modularity, Natural Cool adiabatic systems allow to manage several areas with just 

one control unit that operates according to the settings that can be entered through a touch 

screen LCD. During exhibitions it is also possible to cool refreshment areas or particularly warm 

booths if under the sun.

Thanks to a large system for forced ventilation it is possible to cool areas facing the stand during 

() (%$"*&)$&(#3"#$!3&%4% "*&)+&! 8&=5 'P&",#*&!33)15 7&")&.7,"&*#22%$&,%!"&! '&",%&)4%$,%!"5 7&

9$)'#(%'&-8&357,"&.>"#$%*/&T &'%2! '&5"&5*&9)**5-3%&")&$%*)$"&")&() "$)33%'&!")256!"5) &")&$%($%!"%&

stage effects, like at the theatre.

L!*"&-#"& )"&3%!*"P&)#$&93! "*&(! &$%9%3&,!$2+#3&5 *%("*&*#(,&!*&2)*:#5")%*&! '&05%*P&9$)"!7) 5*"*&

of nights in the open air. Thanks to adjustable atomization, our plants can adjust diffusion without 

creating excessive humidity and allow at the same time to keep unwanted presences away. 

Natural Cool systems are also suitable for the refreshment facilities of catering services for 

private (marriages) or public events (parties, fashion shows). These systems can be rented and 

#*%'&5 &*%4%$!3&1!8*P&!(()$'5 7&")&",%&()29!"5-535"8&15",&",%&0)1&$!"%&2! !7%2% "&!33)1%'&-8&

the control unit.

Natural Cool control units can be used to cool not only people but also animals involved in sport 

disciplines like horse-riding. For the preliminary phase, the time after the race or areas used as 

shelters, it is possible to develop plants to cool both sites and animals, repel insects that can 

make them nervous or bring germs and reduce dust and ammonia emissions that are typical of 

all stables.

Sport and events
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It is well-known that high summer temperatures cause several problems to cattle-breeders. Heat 

causes discomfort and the subsequent reduced feeding brings about drop in weight gain and 

dairy production. Such differences heavily affect production quantity and quality but, if equipped 

with an adiabatic system, farms can guarantee better environmental conditions for the cattle.

N)45 %*P& 957*P& 9)#3"$8& ! '& )",%$& *9%(5%*& (! & -% %."& +$)2& ",5*& *8*"%2& !*& ())35 7& ,%39*& ")&

repel  harmful insects, improves animals’ living conditions, allows correct feeding but also dust 

abatement, odour control and the diffusion of bactericidal substances (if compatible with plant 

*9%(5.(!"5) *K/& A & ",5*&1!8&! 52!3*[& 7$)1",&! '&:#!35"8&)+& 35+%&1533& !31!8*&-%&%:#!3&! '& 5'%!3P&

thus easily ensuring continuous production and control of health conditions. Costs can be easily 

covered thanks to returns on the investment.

Animal husbandry/fruit and vegetable industry

The system is equipped with a computer for the thermohygrometric control that allows multi-

zone management and perfect automation of on/off and diagnosis functions. Every Natural Cool 

*8*"%2&,!*&-%% &*9%(5.(!338&*"#'5%'&+)$&)#$&(#*")2%$*&! '&!33)1*&! &!#")2!"5(&2! !7%2% "&

requiring few maintenance interventions that can be easily carried out by technicians. Settings 

(! &-%&% "%$%'&",$)#7,&!&3!$7%&")#(,&*($%% &LHS/&T",%$&93!(%*&",!"&(! &-% %."&+$)2&V!"#$!3&

Cool adiabatic systems are kennels and cat shelters: these facilities are often made up of metal 

panels that overheat in summer, thus generating stressful conditions for animals. Moreover, 

odours spreading in the surroundings can create troubles to neighbours. 

Atomization systems allow to solve problems associated with temperature reduction, odours 

control and insects. In case of need such systems can also be used to diffuse sanitizing 

substances. 

25

Dairy production in litres* Sales revenues**        

Head Day e#!$"%$ Day

Euro

e#!$"%$

Euro

1

40 3.600 Production 16 1.440

6 540 Decrease  2 216

50

2.000 180.000 Production 800 72.000

300 27.000 Decrease 120 10.800

250

10.000 900.000 Production 4.000 360.000

1.500 135.000 Decrease 600 54.000

Average estimated production: 40 l/day                                   **Estimated price: Euro/l 0.4
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Natural Cool adiabatic plants are particularly suitable for small industries and handicraft. Small and 

medium-sized industrial prefabricated buildings, with surfaces of about 400-800 square meters, 

are often negatively affected by high summer temperatures due to a bad insulating covering and 

the irradiation of vibrated concrete walls. In many cases it is necessary to open doors or windows, 

both to conduct the ordinary activity of moving goods in and out and to promote air circulation in 

",%&% 45$) 2% "&! '&",%$%+)$%&-% %."&+$)2&!&25 52#2&+$%*, %**/&A &*#(,&() '5"5) *P&!&"$!'5"5) !3&

!5$U() '5"5) %$&1)#3'&-%&'%. 5"%38&%>9% *54%/&A *"!33!"5) &()*"*&(! &-%&c&"52%*&,57,%$&! '&'!538&

electricity bill costs up to 20 times higher than those concerning adiabatic plants. Here is a table 

purely by way of example: 

Small industry and handicraft

Considering an average heat load of a well-ventilated working place of about 500 square meters 

and after having set some reference parameters, like electricity and water cost, some rough 

calculations can be easily done to compare the costs of the different solutions. 

The result will be an evident advantage in terms of reduction in installation and management 

costs.

Obviously this difference becomes huge if estimated for a longer period of time and shows how 

the ratio is close to 3/1 when comparing traditional and adiabatic systems.

Traditional plant Misting plant

Heat load Kcal 60.000 60.000

kW/h cost Kw/h 0,192 0,192

Water cost Euro/m³ 0,52 0,52

Electrical absorption Kw/h 22,00 1,35

Traditional plant Misting plant

Electrical absorption/day Kw/h 176 11

Water consumption/day m³ 0 0,85

Total cost/day Euro 33,8 2,5

Electrical abs. /month Kw/h 3.520 216

Water cons./month m³ 0 17

Average cost/month Euro 676 50

Supply cost Euro 35.000 12.000

*Calculation of total costs on a 5-year basis

Supply Euro 35.000 12.000

Overall consumption 13.517 1.006

Maintenance 2.000 2.000

Plant total cost 50.517 15.006
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The problems caused by summer heat to the weakest individuals have been well-known for 

years now. The facilities that welcome children, like nurseries, often have courtyards or gardens 

that are usually not used due to high temperatures and insects. The same goes for facilities for 

the elderly and geriatric institutes in general.

Heat can result in problems for cardiac patients or people suffering from hypotension: as a result, 

only closed and air-conditioned areas are used as they can offer some freshness.

In spring and summer, however, it is better to enjoy spaces in the open air. Thanks to Natural 

Cool adiabatic systems for atomization you can enjoy outer spaces that are not regularly used. 

Reducing the temperature in a courtyard, thus making it available during the day, or keeping 

mosquitoes and insects away at night allows to extend the possibilities offered by accommodating 

facilities, but also positively affects the quality of life of their users. 

;,%*%&*8*"%2*P&",!"&(! &-%&%:#599%'&15",&.3"%$5 7&*8*"%2*&)+&4!$5)#*&(!9!(5"5%*&5 &!''5"5) &")&

UV-ray debacterization, are extremely user-friendly as they can be managed by the electronic 

control unit or the PC touch screen.

Accommodating facilities and health 
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Public areas equipped for leisure time are the most varied. In particular, cities that are quite far 

+$)2&",%&2)*"&529)$"! "&*%!*5'%&! '&2)# "!5 &$%*)$"*P&1,%$%&8)#&(! &. '&+$%*, %**&! '&3%5*#$%P&

offer instead a wide range of parks and sports/entertainment facilities. 

These places are often comfortable and densely attended by different types of people, like 

families with children, old but also sporty people who like working out in the open air. In the 

1!$2%*"&9%$5)'*&5"&5*&,)1%4%$&'5+.(#3"&")&. '&*)2%&+$%*, %**/

That’s why Natural Cool proposes water atomization systems that can act as one or more “Cool 

Corners”, consisting of high-pressure lines integrated in suitable facilities that, thanks to atomizing 

control units, create an adjustable area where users can refresh. This effect can be based on 

() "5 #)#*&0)1P&() "$)33%'&0)1&)$&2! !7%'&-8&!&9$%*% (%&*% *)$/&O&35 %&(! &*#9938&!& #2-%$&)+&

spots or more independent units can be organized if particularly far from each other. Information 

'%*=*P&7!6%-)*&+)$&-%4%$!7%&*#9938P&*5""5 7&!$%!*&15",&-% (,%*&)$&.>%'&+!(535"5%*&(! &",%$%+)$%&

be cooled in case of need. 

The range of devices is completed by computerized management systems that allow a precise 

() "$)3&)+&!33&*%""5 7*&! '&",%&2!(,5 %&(,%(=U#9P&1,53%&.3"%$5 7&*%("5) *&(! &-%&()#93%'&15",&fYU

ray lamps for the complete debacterization of diffused water. In case of need Natural Cool control 

units can operate 24 hours a day.

The plant has to be designed in the appropriate way to optimize absorptions and therefore 

management costs. A plant that is not adequately calibrated or that uses low-hardness micrometric 

nozzles results in a potential increase in water consumption over time.

Public sector and street furniture
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In the warmest periods of the year industrial plants for the air-conditioning of shopping malls or 

3!$7%&)+.(%*&%>9%$5% (%&!&*57 5.(! "&'$)9&5 &9%$+)$2! (%/&A &!''5"5) &")&$%'#(5 7&!5$U() '5"5) 5 7&

performance, this problem also entails high electricity consumption peaks and severe stress for 

mechanical parts. 

Natural Cool has developed a water atomization system that can operate as a stand-alone unit 

or can be connected to the electronic device of the air-conditioning system. The advantages are 

*57 5.(! "&! '&!33)1&% %$78&*!45 7*&-%"1%% &Bg`&! '&Dh`/&

O"& ",%& *!2%& "52%P& !5$U() '5"5) %$& 9%$+)$2! (%& 5*& '%. 5"%38& ,57,%$& ! '& ",%&2%(,! 5(!3& *"$%**&

*357,"38&3)1%$/&;)&!(,5%4%&",5*&$%*#3"&",%&!")256!"5) &5*&. %&! '&"!$7%"%'&5 &)$'%$&")&$%'#(%&",%&

temperature of the exchange air of condensing external units. An example of such savings can 

be summed up as follows:

A29$)4%2% "&(!9!-535"8&5 &",%&%+.(5% (8&)+&",%&%3%("$5(!3&!-*)$9"5) &+)$&() '% *!"5) &-!""%$5%*/

;,%&*8*"%2&!33)1*& ",%$%+)$%&!&*52#3"! %)#*&! '& ",$%%+)3'&-% %."]&% %$78&*!45 7& ",! =*& ")&!&

'%. 5"%38&2)$%&%()3)75(!3&2! !7%2% "P&-%""%$&%+.(5% (8&*)&",!"&93! "*&(! &9%$+)$2&!*&7))'&5 &

the warmest months as in colder ones and, last but not least, resistance to the mechanical wear 

! '&"%!$&)+&",%&*8*"%2&",!"&% *#$%*&'%. 5"%38&,57,%$&)9%$!"5) &"52%*/

Considering that a plant characterized by a power equal to or higher than 500 kW allows the 

return on investment in a bit more than a summer quarter, it is easy to understand that in the 

business years to come savings will result in a higher operating income for the customer.

Condensation control
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Power Consumption Energy saving – 3-month basis

Time Day e#!$"%$ Min Max Cost 

saving

Kw Kw/h Kw/h Kw/h 15% 25% €/Kwh Min Max

200 65 520 46.800 7.020 11.700 0,192 € 1.348 € 2.246

400 130 1.040 93.600 14.040 23.400 0,192 € 2.696 € 4.493

600 200 1.600 144.000 21.600 36.000 0,192 € 4.147 € 6.912
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R1 rubber 

High pressure line

07.528.3 R1 1/4'' M22x1,5 F/F  high pressure hose   

07.471.3 R1 1/4'' M22x1,5 F/F  high pressure hose   Mt. 0,5               

07.472.3 R1 1/4'' M22x1,5 F/F   high pressure hose  Mt. 1         

07.473.3 R1 1/4'' M22x1,5 F/F   high pressure hose  Mt. 2        

07.474.3 R1 1/4'' M22x1,5 F/F   high pressure hose  Mt. 3     

07.475.3 R1 1/4'' M22x1,5 F/F   high pressure hose  Mt. 4

07.522.3 R1 1/4'' M22x1,5 F/F  high pressure hose   Mt. 5  

07.523.3 R1 1/4'' M22x1,5 F/F  high pressure hose   Mt. 6     

07.449.3 R1 1/4'' M22x1,5 F/F  high pressure hose   Mt. 8         

07.524.3 R1 1/4'' M22x1,5 F/F  high pressure hose   Mt. 10

07.528.A R1 1/4"  high pressure hose  (each meter)

07.526.3 High pressure hose   (100 Mt.)

07.525.3 High pressure hose    (50 Mt.)

07.537.A <%2!3%&.""5 7&

07.440.3.B 1/4 M22x1,5 F/F   Stainless steel line          

  

07.033.5 i_i_i_i&H$)**&.""5 7

07.445.12.B Wc&1!8*&&2!3%&.""5 7&15",&&c&(,%(=&4!34%*

07.403.4.A &;&.""5 7&15",&iDD>BPM&i_i_i

07.445.8.B jfj&.""5 7&15",&D&(,%(=&4!34%*&i_i_i

07.406.3.A jLj&&.""5 7&15",&&iDD>BPM&i_i

03.495 Fitting adapter MM                             
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R1 rubber 

High pressure line

07.438.3 Fitting adapter FF      

                        

07.405.3.C Fitting with check valve  M22x1,5 M/M

07.405.3.D Fitting with check valve  M22x1,5 M/F

07.448.4.A iDD>BPM&i&jLj&.""5 7&15",&(,%(=&4!34%

07.405.3.A iDD>BPM&i&A &35 %&.""5 7&15",&(,%(=&4!34%*&

07.549.A M22x1,5 M 1 Way hub 

07.549.B M22x1,5 M 2 Way hub 

07.550.A M22x1,5 M 3 Way hub 

07.479 Extension 1/4M -- 1/4F cm 35

07.546 Extension 1/4M -- 1/4F cm 51

07.032.3 M22x1,5 M 2 nozzles adapter 

07.032.A. 3 M22x1,5 M 2 nozzles adapter 

07.441.3.A M22x1,5 M end line nozzle adapter

07.441.3.B M22x1,5 F  end line nozzle adapter
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AISI 304 stainles steel line 

and Nylon

07.556.A <DDkBPMUb_gj&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.556.B iDDkBPMUb_gj&&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.714 j;j&b_gj&&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.544.5.A j;j&jb_gjU&b_gj&U&iDD>BPM&&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.544.5.B j;j&&b_gjU&b_gj&U&<DD>BPMU&e#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.715 jLj&b_gj&&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.716.A b_gj&&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&% '&35 %& )663%&!'!9"%$

07.716.B b_gj&&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&% '&35 %&&D& )663%*&!'!9"%$

07.716.C b_gj&X '&35 %&b_gj&&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.718 b_gj&U&b_gj&&:#5(=&()#935 7&&,)*%&.""5 7

07.405.3.L b_gj&U&b_gj&:#5(=&()#935 7&&,)*%&.""5 7&15",&(,%(=&4!34%

07.717.A 3/8" quick coupling nozzle adapter 

07.717.B 3/8" quick coupling 2 nozzles adapter

07.405.3.H 3/8" quick coupling end line with check valve

07.405.3.F 90° 3/8" quick coupling end line with check valve

07.681 3/8  high pressure hose (1 mt)
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Nylon 3/8” no-corrosion 

+!*"&.""5 7*

07.593.A &<DDkBPMUb_gj&&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&!'!9"%$

07.593.B iDDkBPMUb_gj&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&!'!9"%$

07.594 b_gj&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&!'!9"%$

07.544.5.C "T" 3/8"- 3/8" quick coupling - M22x1,5

07.544.5.D "T" 3/8"- 3/8"  quick coupling - F22x1,5

07.595 jLj&b_gj:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.598.A b_gj:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&% '&35 %& )663%&!'!9"%$

07.598.B b_gj:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&!'!9"%$&D& )663%*&!'!9"%$

07.598.C b_gj&% '&35 %&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.688 b_gj&b_gj:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&,)*%&()  %("5) 

07.405.3.I b_gj&b_gj:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&,)*%&()  %("5) &15",&

check valve

07.596 &b_gj&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7& )663%&!'!9"%$

07.405.3.G &b_g@&% '&35 %&&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&15",&(,%(=&4!34%

07.405.3.E jLj&b_gj&% '&35 %&&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&15",&(,%(=&4!34%

07.681

07.681.B

07.681.C

07.681.D

3/8” Nylon pipe (1 mt.)

3/8” Nylon pipe (15 mt.)

3/8” Nylon pipe (30 mt.)

3/8” Nylon pipe /100 mt.)



High quality Nylon 1/4” 

 )U()$$)*5) &+!*"&.""5 7*
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07.754.A <DDkBPMUB_cj&O'!9"%$&U&eL

07.754.B iDDkBPMUB_cj&!'!9"%$&U&eL

07.755 j;j&B_cj&.""5 7&U&eL&

07.756.A j;j&B_cjUB_cj&iDD>BPM&.""5 7&&UeL

07.756.B j;&j&B_cjUB_cj&U<DD>BPM&.""5 7&&UeL

07.757.A i! #!3&(,%(=&4!34%&B_cj&UeL

07.757.B i! #!3&(,%(=&4!34%&B_cj&l&mCn&UeL

07.758 jLj&&B_cj&.""5 7&L&UeL

07.759 B_cj&U&B_cj&.""5 7&959%&()  %("5) &&UeL

07.759.A B_cj&% '&35 %&93#7&&UeL

07.760 B_cj&G3#7&UeL

07.761 i! #!3&(,%(=&4!34%&B_cj&959%/&UeL

07.762 B_cj& )663%&,)3'%$&B&,)3%&&UeL

07.766 &B_cj&!'!9"%$&&UeLU

07.767 B_cj& )663%&,)3'%$&l&cMnUeLU



High quality Nylon 1/4” 

 )U()$$)*5) &+!*"&.""5 7*
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07.768 B_cj& )663%&,)3'%$&l&mCn&UeL

07.769 B_cj&($)**&.""5 7&U&eL

07.548.A B_cj&($)**&& )663%&,)3'%$&15"(,&(,%(=&4!34%&UeL

07.770 b_gj&UB_cj&!'!9"%$&UeL

07.772 G#33&"))3&UeL

07.765 100 mt 1/4" pipe

07.765.A 15 mt 1/4" pipe

07.765.B 30 mt 1/4" pipe
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AISI 304 stainles steel line

07.491 9,5x1x3mt stainless steel line

07.622.A <DDkBPMUb_gj% '&35 %&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.622.B iDDkBPMUb_gj% '&35 %&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.620 b_gj&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7

07.625.B b_gj&% '&35 %&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&93#7&15",&D& )663%*&

adapter

07.624.A b_gjU&b_gj&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7& )663%&!'!9"%$

07.624.B b_gjU&b_gj&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&D& )663%&

adapter

07.623 jLj&b_gjU&b_gj&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&!'!9"%$

07.622 B_c&i&&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&!'!9"%$

07.626 e#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&!'!9"%$&15",&(,%(=&4!34%

07.621 j;j&b_gjU&b_gj&:#5(=&()#935 7&.""5 7&!'!9"%$
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AISI 304 stainles steel line

07.556.A F22X1,5-3/8" adapter

07.556.B M22X1,5-3/8" adapter

07.593.A F22X1,5-3/8" adapter

07.593.B M22X1,5-3/8" adapter

07.622.A F22X1,5-3/8" adapter

07.622.B M22X1,5-3/8" adapter
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Components 

and accessories

07.401.01 C/B&FF& )663%&&15"",&(%$!25(&)$%.(%&! '&! "5'$59&*8*"%2

07.401.02 C/D&FF& )663%&&15",&(%$!25(&)$%.(%&! '&! "5'$59&*8*"%2

07.401.03 C/b&FF& )663%&&&15",&(%$!25(&)$%.(%&&! '&! "5'$59&*8*"%2

07.401.01.M C/B&VTH& )663%&15",&FF&)$%.(%&&! '&! "5'$59&*8*"%2o

07.401.02.M C/D&&VTH& )663%&15",&FF&)$%.(%&&! '&! "5'$59&*8*"%2o

07.401.03.M C/b&&VTH& )663%&15",&FF&)$%.(%&&! '&! "5'$59&*8*"%2o

07.453 Stainless steel nozzle plug

07.446.3.A End line nozzle plug

07.465 2 Nozzles adapter

07.467 2 nozzles adapter  

07.468 3 nozzles adapter 

07.466 3 nozzles adapter 

07.467 15 cm nozzle extension

07.410 5 cm nozzle extension

* NOC : No-corrosion treatment
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Components 

and accessories

07.532 High precision humidity and temperature probe

07.480.2.A Washing line high pressure solenoid valve (150 Bar) 

07.706.10 Prodotto anti-legionella tanica da 10 KG

07.706.20 Prodotto anti-legionella tanica da 20 KG

07.457 Wall support for fan d.60

07.709 "angle" wall support for fan d.60

07.710 Ceiling support for fan d.60

07.707.A Ceiling adapter for  2 fans d.60

07.708.A Ceiling adapter for single fan d.60

07.492 Pedestrian support for fan  d.60 

07.458.3 i5*"5 7&$5 7&+)$&b& )663%*&15",&5 "%7$!"%'&.3"%$

07.459.3 i5*"5 7&$5 7&&+)$&a& )663%*&15",&5 "%7$!"%'&.3"%$

07.668 Wall support for misting pumps
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Components 

and accessories

07.501 Low pressure water hose (Mt.)

03.423 Transparent hose (1 mt)

07.685 Chemical pump  (1-4%)

07.705 Chemicalpump 30-100 ugelli 

07.417 H)"") &.3"%$&(!$"$5'7%

07.631.A S)#-3%&.3"%$*&&DCj&15",&.3"%$*&(!$"$5'7%&)+&M&%&B&25($) &

with wall support

07.632.A S)#-3%&.3"%$*&&BC@&15",&.3"%$*&(!$"$5'7%&)+&M&%&B&25($) &

with wall support

07.633 B&25($) &&.3"%$&(!$"$5'7%&+)$&DCj&.3"%$

07.634 M&25($) &&.3"%$&(!$"$5'7%&+)$&DCj&.3"%$

07.629 B&25($) &&.3"%$&(!$"$5'7%&+)$&BCj&.3"%$

07.630 M&25($) &&.3"%$&(!$"$5'7%&+)$&BC@&.3"%$

02.451 Low pressure fast connection water
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Data Sheet



Data Sheet

New Basic misting module

E082 E083 E088

Kwh 0,48 0,92 1,30

A 2,2 4,0 5,7

Electric protection rate: IP55

Approvals: CE-TUV (pump)

Weight: Kg. 15,00

Continuos service: 8 hours (daily)

PCB: Analog

Working prsssure Water tap

Min Max Min Max

70 Bar 105 Bar 2 Bar 5 Bar

Electric data:

Pressure

E082 E083 E088

Min. 0,3 1,9 3,3

Max 1,9 3,3 7,7

Flow rate range (lt/min)

E082 E083 E088

Min/max Ug. 0,1 5-35 35-65 65-145

Min/max Ug. 0,2 4-20 20-50 50-100

Min/max Ug. 0,3 3-15 15-35 35-60

Nozzles number

Start Stop

Min Max Min Max

5 sec. 2 min. 5 sec. 2 min.

Cycling timer
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Data Sheet

E069 E075 E071

Kwh 0,48 0,92 1,30

A 2,2 4,0 5,7

Electric protection rate: IP55

Approvals: CE-TUV (Pump)

Weight: Kg. 16,00

Continuos service: 8 hours (daily)

PCB:Digital with display

Operativa Alimentazione rete

Min Max Min Max

70 Bar 105 Bar 2 Bar 5 Bar

Electric data:

Pressure

E069 E075 E071

Min. 0,3 1,9 3,3

Max 1,9 3,3 7,7

Flow rate range (lt/min)

E069 E075 E071

Min/max Ug. 0,1 5-35 35-65 65-145

Min/max Ug. 0,2 4-20 20-50 50-100

Min/max Ug. 0,3 3-15 15-35 35-60

Nozzles number

Lavoro Pausa

Min Max Min Max

5 sec. 15 min. 5 sec. 15 min.

Cycling timer

ECO Evo misting module
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Data Sheet

Pro misting module
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Electric data:

Pressure

Flow rate range (lt/min)

Nozzles number

Cycling timer

Electric protection rate: IP55

Approvals: CE-TUV (pompa)

Weight: Kg. 36,00

Continuos service:  8 hours (daily)

PCB: Digitale con display LCD

E039 E040 E042

Kwh 0,48 0,92 1,30

A 2,2 4,0 5,7

Operativa Alimentazione rete

Min Max Min Max

70 Bar 105 Bar 2 Bar 5 Bar

E039 E040 E042

Min. 0,3 1,9 3,3

Max 1,9 3,3 7,7

E039 E040 E042

Min/max Ug. 0,1 5-35 35-65 65-145

Min/max Ug. 0,2 4-20 20-50 50-100

Min/max Ug. 0,3 3-15 15-35 35-60

Lavoro Pausa

Min Max Min Max

5 sec. 15 min. 5 sec. 15 min.



Data Sheet

Electric protection rate: IP55

Approvals: CE-TUV (pompa)

Weight: Kg. 36,00

Continuos service:  12 hours (daily)

PCB: Digitale con display LCD

HPro - Hpro-MZ -misting module

48

Electric data:

Pressure

Flow rate range (lt/min)

Nozzles number

Cycling timer

E002 E036 E004 E115

Kwh 0,92 2,60 2,90 0,92

A 4 11,3 12,6 4

Working pressure Water tap

Min Max Min Max

70 Bar 105 Bar 2 Bar 5 Bar

E002 E036 E004 E115

Min. 1,5 3,9 7.8 0,75

Max 3.9 7.8 15,5 4,68

E002 E036 E004 E115

Min/max Ug. 0,1 25-70 70-145 145-290 13-80

Min/max Ug. 0,2 30-70 50-100 100-215 10-60

Min/max Ug. 0,3 12-30 100-215 60-125 5-35

Working pressure Water tap

Min Max Min Max

5 sec. 15 min. 5 sec. 15 min.



Data sheet

Axial fan

Axial fan
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1 Speed 2 Speed 3 Speed

Size( cm) 65 65 65

Nozzles number 3-6 3-6 3-6

Motor speed (RPM) 720 805 875

Power (W) 118 140 165

Voltage (v) 230-50 Hz. 230-50 Hz 230-50 Hz.

Oscillation 70° 70° 70°

Air Flow (m3/h) 10.990 11.220 13.200

1 Speed 2 Speed 3 Speed

Size( cm) 50 50 50

Nozzles number 1-3 1-3 1-3

Motor speed (RPM) 720 805 875

Power (W) 98 125 150

Voltage (v) 230-50 Hz. 230-50 Hz 230-50 Hz.

Oscillation 70° 70° 70°

Air Flow (m3/h) 6.653 8.080 10.100



Data sheet

:$%&+,&!7$+';''<2!4!%&

Tangential fan
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Size - (cm) 90

Nozzles number 8

Motor speed  (giri/min) 450

Power  (W) 520

Voltage (v) 230-50 Hz.

Oscillation /

O5$&0)1&J23/h) 9.000

Weight (kg.) 30

Lenght (cm) 95,2

Height (cm) 16,1

Width (cm) 31,7

Nozzles number 2/4

Motor speed (RPM) 1.000

Power (W) 45

Voltage (v) 230-50 Hz.

O5$&0)1&J2b_,K 400




